REGULATIONS PADDOCK EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP Autocross 2022 Toldijk
Welcome to the European Championship Autocross! Due to the safety of the event, the organization, sacron and
the Stichting Auto- en Motorsport Loenen (SAML) are forced to draw up certain rules, which every visitor and
participant must adhere to.
In case of an EMERGENCY , call 112 at all times and after that the organization.
You can call Rene Visser +31 6-25133969
Henri Wilbrink +31 6 48156344
First Aid is present on the site during and after the game.
First aid station: Gelre Hospital Zutphen
Address: Den Elterweg 77
NL-7207 AE Zutphen
(0575-592 592)
Opening hours:
The paddock will open on Thursday 28 July at 12:00. Only with a paddock card you have access to the paddock.
From that moment on, visitors and participants can stay at the paddock until August 1st 2022, 11:00am.
Competitors with vehicles
It is forbidden to drive around on the paddock with a motorized vehicle. The use of quads, so-called pit bikes,
mopeds, etc. is not allowed as well for safety reasons (only by members of the organization).
ATTENTION: Guests who think they are compromising safety on the property, or who give others permission to
use a vehicle for this purpose, can be removed from the site.
Dogs
Dogs are NOT allowed to do their needs on or around the European Championship grounds. You are required to
have dog poop bags with you AND TO USE THEM TOO! Dog poop is very harmful to cows!
Waste separation
There are sufficient facilities on the site to throw away waste. 2 garbage bags will also be distributed and can be
picked up free of charge at the cash register. One is for plastic waste and the other for residual waste. Clean up
your own place on departure. If bulky waste remains on the spot, the clean-up costs will be recovered from the
participant.
Confiscation of unauthorized items
Items that are not allowed according to the regulations will be confiscated. These items are not kept or returned
to the former owner. It is pointless to discuss this with the organization and /or security.
Fire
By order of the fire brigade, and for safety reasons, open fires are strictly prohibited. So also no torches,
bonfires, fire pits etc. Realize what an innocent intended fire can cause on a densely populated paddock and
prevent injuries, or much worse.
Glass
NO GLASS is allowed on the entire site! This is to prevent injuries to visitors, participants and employees. Also to
prevent unnecessary animal suffering, as the broken glass left behind can cause serious damage. Everything
made of glass (except glasses) is prohibited on the entire site and will be confiscated.

Audio systems
The use of audio systems to provide the entire paddock with your favorite music is not allowed. When cosinessenhancing music is played by means of a small portable source of sound, the organization and / or security
decides the maximum volume. Singing and celebrating are allowed, as long as others are not bothered by it. Use
of audio systems is permitted until 00:00h at the latest.
ATTENTION: If, after the indicated adjustment of the sound volume, nuisance is later detected again, the source
of the sound will be confiscated.
Drugs
Drugs are not allowed!! If you are found to be using, possessing or trading drugs, you will be arrested and
handed over to the police.
Supervision
Recognizable supervisors and security guards will be present on the site 24 hours a day. The supervisors and
security guards are there in the interest of all those present. Instructions given by the supervisors and/or
security guards (for example regarding regulations) must always be followed.
For all participants and visitors, the presence on the site is entirely at their own risk. The organization cannot be
held liable for damage suffered or any injury caused to the visitor and / or goods of the participant / visitor. This
also includes theft and loss.
Photos/recordings
During the event (photo) recordings will be made. Upon entering, participants and visitors tacitly give permission
to reproduce, publish and/or use these recordings for marketing purposes.
Miscellaneous matters:
• The maximum speed on the paddock is 5 km/ h (walking speed)
• Every rider must have an certified fire extinguisher with him
• Commercial sales are not permitted without written permission by the
organization
Sportity app / KNAF app
All information about the race such as rules, lineups, results will be published in the Sportity app (EK) KNAF
App (European Championship and guest class), there is no official notice board available.
Finally! The organization, all of the employees and our volunteers, wish everyone a
fantastic motorsport weekend. Have fun and make it a beautiful weekend!

